Data from a single Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) and the National Lightning Detection Network are used to examine the characteristics of the convective storms that produced a severe tornado outbreak, including three tornadoes that reached F3 intensity, within Tropical Storm Beryl's remnants on 16 August 1994. Comparison of the radar data with reports of tornadoes suggests that only 13 cells produced the 29 tornadoes that were documented in Georgia and the Carolinas on that date. Six of these cells spawned multiple tornadoes, and the radar data confirm the presence of miniature supercells. One of the cells was identifiable on radar for 11 h, spawning tornadoes over a time period spanning approximately 6.5 h. Several other tornadic cells also exhibited great longevity, with cell lifetimes longer than ever previously documented in a landfalling tropical cyclone (TC) tornado event. This event is easily the most intense TC tornado outbreak yet documented with WSR-88Ds.
Introduction
It is well known that most tropical cyclones (TCs) that make landfall along the Gulf Coast of the United States spawn at least a few tornadoes (McCaul 1991) . Although most landfalling TCs generate fewer than a dozen such tornadoes, a small proportion produce large swarm outbreaks, with as many as 30 or more tornadoes. Study of the statistical distribution of the numbers of tornadoes spawned by TCs led McCaul (1991) to define a ''severe'' TC tornado outbreak as one consisting of at least 24 tornadoes. Usually, these severe outbreaks occur in large, intense hurricane-strength TCs (Novlan and Gray 1974; McCaul 1991) , but on 15-17 August 1994 Tropical Storm (TS) Beryl generated 37 tornadoes along its path from the Florida panhandle through the mid-Atlantic states. Some 32 of these tornadoes occurred on 16 August 1994 alone from eastern Georgia to southern Virginia, with most of these taking place in South Carolina; 29 of these tornadoes occurred during the period encompassed by this study.
The Beryl outbreak is especially noteworthy in that at least three of the tornadoes achieved peak intensity VOLUME 
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of F3 on the Fujita (1981) damage intensity scale. Although no fatalities resulted from the Beryl outbreak, at least 50 persons suffered injuries, and property damages totaled more than $50 million (Vescio et al. 1996) . Tropical Storm Beryl is a good example of a TC whose greatest danger to the public is its postlandfall severe weather. In this respect, and in the character of its swarm outbreak of tornadoes, it resembles another large tornado outbreak spawned by a relatively weak TC, Hurricane Danny of 1985 (McCaul 1987 . In the Danny outbreak, numerous minisupercell storms were found to have occurred, and it was noted that, because of the storms' relatively shallow depth, cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning rates were very small. Better observations of future TC tornado outbreaks, especially with modern surveillance tools such as Doppler radars and lightning detection and mapping equipment, were recommended. This study attempts to follow up on those recommendations.
Although the Beryl tornado outbreak is not the first set of TC-spawned tornadic storms to be observed with the national network of WSR-88D units, it is the most intense such outbreak. As of this writing, Beryl's 37 total tornadoes rank it in sixth place historically in terms of U.S. TC tornado productivity. In addition, only two other landfalling TCs have spawned more F3-F4 tornadoes than Beryl: Carla of 1961 with eight and Beulah of 1967 with six. Ten of the 29 tornadoes studied here were rated F2 or stronger, yielding a significant tornado fraction of 0.34. This is slightly larger than the 0.31 fraction found in Hurricane Danny of 1985, and also larger than the overall average of 0.26 for all the TCspawned tornadoes in the 1948-86 database of McCaul (1991) . Although some 21 tornadoes occurred in Florida in conjunction with the Tropical Storm Josephine outbreak of 1996 studied by Spratt et al. (1998) , only one tornado was found to be F2, for a significant tornado fraction of only 0.05. The corresponding significant tornado fraction for the United States-wide 1950-76 tornado database studied by Kelly et al. (1978) was 0.36.
The purposes of this paper are to document the radarderived characteristics of Beryl's tornadic storms to see how they compare in general with earlier observations (McCaul 1987) and numerical simulations of such storms (McCaul and Weisman 1996a) and to examine the CG lightning activity in Beryl's storms in an attempt to find patterns that might help anticipate severe weather. One question of particular interest is whether or not the storms assumed the form of minisupercells (see McCaul 1987; Davies 1990 Davies , 1993 McCaul and Weisman 1996a) . Such supercells, because of the characteristics of the environments in which they form (see McCaul and Weisman 1996a) , tend to have modal echo tops near 10 km or less, instead of the 15 km or so seen in large, midlatitude supercells. They also have somewhat narrower updrafts, mesocyclones, and reflectivity echo footprints and are thus more difficult to recognize as being potentially severe, especially at longer ranges from radars. Their smaller depth also limits the quantity of mixed-phase hydrometeors aloft in regions favorable for charge separation, leading to reduced lightning rates, which further impedes the ability of the public to recognize the storms as being potentially dangerous.
We begin by using composite mosaic radar reflectivity images to examine the overall spatial distribution of the tornado outbreak and to identify which cells produced tornadoes. We then use WSR-88D data to study the characteristics of some of the tornadic cells. Although we have velocity data from only a single WSR-88D, we are able to use these data to study how the tornadic mesocyclone signatures look at various ranges from the radar, to see how mesocyclone rotation rates relate to surface tornado reports, and to see how mesocyclone vertical structure varies with time. We also examine the WSR-88D-derived mesoscale wind profiles as a function of time to see whether any localized increases in vertical shear accompany the tornado activity. In addition, we also study CG lightning data collected by the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN; Cummins et al. 1998) to document the CG flash rates, polarities, and peak currents in Beryl's tornadic and nontornadic convection and to document how the CG rates vary with time as the tornadic cells evolve. Using NLDN data, we are able to document the CG lightning activity throughout all of Beryl's remnants.
Section 2 presents a summary of the data and analysis techniques employed in this study. Section 3 contains a description of the general statistics of the Beryl tornado outbreak and its attendant meteorological conditions, along with the results of our analyses of the WSR-88D and NLDN data. In section 4, we give a contextual discussion of the results of section 3. We summarize our findings and make suggestions for future work in section 5.
Data analysis
The kinematic and thermodynamic environment supporting Beryl's tornadic convection was examined using both surface and upper-air data, along with wind profile products from a National Weather Service (NWS) Doppler radar in the vicinity of the tornadoes. The characteristics of the tornadic storms themselves were studied with regional radar mosaic imagery and singleDoppler radar data, along with lightning strike data from NLDN.
To determine which storm cells were responsible for the tornadoes, we inspected WSI Corporation's NOWrad regional 15-min radar reflectivity mosaic images from 1200 UTC 16 August to 0300 UTC 17 August 1994 and located the 29 tornadoes reported in Storm Data (NCDC 1994) within these radar images. With few exceptions, it was possible to identify readily which echoes were responsible for the tornadoes. Using this method, we identified 13 separate tornadic cells that spawned the 29 tornadoes. We also Table 2 . Circles marked along each echo centroid track indicate cell locations at start times of the tornadoes reported in Storm Data (NCDC 1994) . Diameters of the circles correspond to the observed Fujita scale estimates, as per the legend provided at lower right. Actual tornado locations, not shown for clarity, were generally near or several km to the east of the circles.
documented the approximate times of cell genesis and decay, and characteristic cell motion vectors for each cell. The tracks of these tornadic cells are depicted in Fig. 1 , and the 29 tornadoes associated with these storm cells are cataloged in Table 1 .
One of the tornadoes (number 15 in Table 1 ) was listed as occurring at a time and place that did not correspond to any significant radar echo. In this case, we assumed that the time of the tornado was in error due to delayed reporting and searched backward in time for the next prior convective cell that passed over the location of the reported tornado. The cell so identified happened to be a known long-lived tornadic cell (storm 2) and thus a likely candidate for the storm that actually produced the tornado. Accordingly, in Table 1 we have modified the start and end times of this tornado to correspond to the time period when storm 2's mesocyclone passed over the tornado location.
Once all the tornadic cells were identified and cataloged, we proceeded to study individual cell characteristics using available NWS Doppler radar data. The WSR-88D at Columbia, South Carolina (KCAE), was convenient for this purpose because it was located close to the center of Beryl's tornado activity. Many of the tornadic storms passed within 30 km of the radar, and at least one tornado was sighted visually from the collocated NWS office. A relatively complete archive of level 4 graphical data, including reflectivity and velocity scans, velocity-azimuth display (VAD) products, vertically integrated liquid (VIL), and echo-top data, was written at KCAE for the Beryl tornado outbreak. Level 2 data were not recorded.
In Fig. 2 are depicted regional views of the mosaic radar reflectivity fields at 1600, 1800, 2000, and 2200 UTC 16 August 1994. These times include the peak of the tornado outbreak and reveal how the tornadic cells were arranged within the overall precipitation shield structure of TS Beryl, which was centered over southwestern Georgia at 1600 UTC, moving northeast. From Figs. 1 and 2, it is clear that most of the tornadic cells occurred in the right-front or northeast quadrant of Beryl. This location is consistent with what is observed in most tropical cyclone tornado outbreaks (Novlan and Gray 1974; McCaul 1991) .
As it happens, three of the strongest tornadic cells, storms 2, 3, and 4, passed within 30 km of KCAE and produced tornadoes for many hours. KCAE was able to observe these cells while they produced tornadoes at ranges as small as 10 km and as great as 147 km from KCAE. Although these storms were not perfectly steady state in terms of structure during this period of study, they continued to produce tornadoes, making the temporal evolution of their radar signatures a subject of interest.
To document the structure of storms 2-4 as seen on radar at these varying ranges, we performed complete time-height analyses of them for the period 1500 to 2148 UTC, the latter time corresponding to the time the last cell exited the unambiguous velocity range of KCAE, approximately 147 km north of the radar. Radar parameters documented in this analysis included stormrelative mesocyclone rotational velocity (V R ), rotational shear vorticity (), and mesocyclone diameter (; measured across the couplet of strongest inbound and outbound velocities), as a function of range, elevation angle, and altitude. Time series of WSR-88D estimated 30-dBZ echo-top heights (z T ) and VIL were also recorded for each cell. Because radar data were available only in level 4 format, point values of velocity, VIL, and z T were assigned using midrange values of the contoured graphical data. Rotational shear vorticity was evaluated using twice V R divided by half the diameter . Using the measured V R and data, we also constructed profiles of mesocyclone angular momentum per unit mass (1/2)V R . In addition to these cell-specific analyses, the evolution of the larger mesoscale wind profiles was studied by examining the time series of velocity-azimuth display winds obtained by KCAE, in conjunction with inspection of patterns in hourly surface wind observations.
Portions of the KCAE radar data must be studied with caution. Two of the tornadic mesocyclones (those from storms 3 and 4) passed well within the KCAE cone of silence, at ranges as close as 10 km. During these periods, velocity data sometimes became contaminated with ground clutter, and VIL and z T data became unreliable because of incomplete volume sampling of the storms. In addition, a power failure at KCAE, apparently caused by nearby tornado damage, led to a loss of all radar data from 1722 to 1739 UTC.
We also examined CG lightning data from NLDN for the tornadic storms in the Beryl outbreak. In this part of the study, we identified CG flashes as a function of time for each tornadic cell. The CG lightning was assigned to the individual tornadic cells by plotting flash locations at 15-min intervals on each WSI radar mosaic image, then associating clusters of flashes with radar echoes that were approximately collocated. Flash information such as time, location, polarity, peak current, and stroke multiplicity were then tabulated for these cell-related CG flash clusters, using a 5-min time discretization, as in other NLDN tornadic storm studies (e.g., MacGorman 1993). This 5-min time discretization is also approximately the same as that for the KCAE WSR-88D radar volume scans, but for radar-based data plots presented later, CG flash counts pertinent to the actual radar scan time intervals are displayed. While these procedures allowed us to document CG flash data for the tornadic cells, we were also able to use the NLDN data to document all the CG lightning in Beryl's remnants during the tornado outbreak study period, even for the nontornadic convection. However, we did not attempt to count nontornadic cells or assign CG flash counts to them on an individual basis.
Because NLDN data are available over the entire United States, our analyses of the CG flash data represent all Beryl's convective cells with a nearly uniform spatial coverage. Although we were able to track the lifetimes of all the tornadic cells with comparable thoroughness using the mosaic radar composite images, a correspondingly thorough Doppler velocity analysis of all 13 tornadic storms was not feasible, owing to the inherent limitations of the radar surveillance coverage and the magnitude of the radar analysis task. Likewise, we were not able to perform radar analyses of all the nontornadic cells of 16 August to see whether they contained Doppler-derived mesocyclone signatures and, if present, how they differed from those of the tornadic storms. The latter information might be potentially useful for minimization of the false alarm rate in automated mesocyclone detection algorithms. Suzuki et al. (2000) found that only three of nine supercells observed within a Japanese typhoon produced tornadoes, a ratio which, if found to be representative in the United States, suggests the false alarm problem is significant. Table 2 . The location of the Columbia radar (KCAE) is shown with a circle in the 1600 UTC panel.
Results

a. Outbreak statistics
The tornado productivity and echo and lightning histories of the 13 identified tornadic cells are summarized in Table 2 . For each cell, the table includes the times of first and last echo, times of first and last tornadoes, intensity rating of the cell's strongest tornado, times of first and last CG lightning flashes and total numbers of flashes of positive and negative polarity. Table 2 shows that 6 of the 13 cells were multiple tornado producers. Storms 2, 3, and 4 accounted for 15 of the 29 tornadoes studied in this paper, with storm 4 spawning 8 of these. Storms 3 and 4 both produced F3 intensity tornadoes. Although storm 2 produced four tornadoes, the strongest being F2 in intensity, it was tornadic for the longest time interval, more than 6.5 h. In fact, storm 2 was identifiable on radar for a remarkable 11 h, although it was not particularly strong and may not have had true supercell characteristics during the first 3 h.
Storm 3 was the most prolific CG lightning producer, generating 310 total flashes during a 5.5-h period. Three of the tornadic cells, all single tornado producers, generated no CG lightning at all. The flash rate for storm 3 can be characterized as moderate, but for the other cells, flash rates are rather weak. Small flash rates were also noted in the tornadic cells spawned by Hurricane Danny in 1985 (McCaul 1987 , but no quantitative data were available in that earlier study. Almost all the CG flashes from Beryl's tornadic cells were negative in polarity; only 25 of 804 total flashes from those cells were positive.
b. Meteorological conditions
For the Beryl tornado outbreak, surface temperatures and dewpoints in the inflow region located across eastern South Carolina were quite high, with readings of 27Њ and 22ЊC, respectively, at KCAE, and 27Њ and 24ЊC at nearby McEntire Air National Guard Base (MMT) during the time of the tornadoes. Surface maps of the region during the outbreak consistently show the presence of a weak trough containing a thermal and kine- matic boundary, lying roughly southwest to northeast across central South Carolina. A sample surface analysis from 1500 UTC (Fig. 3) illustrates this feature. Temperatures and dewpoints hovered around 20Њ-22ЊC on the northwest side of the boundary, where winds were from the northeast quadrant. On the southeast side, however, temperatures generally exceeded 25ЊC with very high dewpoints, and the winds were mostly from the southeast quadrant. This pattern, along with the isobar pattern analyzed in Fig. 3 , resembles what would be expected if a weak coastal front propagated inland as a warm front, with a weak Piedmont cool wedge (Bell and Bosart 1988) to its west. Because it had warmfrontal characteristics as it moved slowly northwest, this boundary was evidently too diffuse and shallow to appear clearly in the radar imagery.
Unfortunately, the upper-air conditions were not as well defined, inasmuch as no true tornado proximity soundings were available during the most intense phase of the tornadoes in central and northern South Carolina. However, Vescio et al. (1996) examined rawinsonde data from Charleston, South Carolina (CHS), prior to the outbreak, and, noting the surface conditions and the existence of an apparent intrusion of dry air aloft, concluded that early afternoon surface-based convective available potential energy (CAPE) may have been as large as 2000-3000 J kg Ϫ1 . If correct, these CAPE values are unusually large for a landfalling tropical cyclone environment, according to previous TC tornado proximity sounding climatologies (see, e.g., McCaul 1991). However, in the Hurricane Danny tornado outbreak of 1985. McCaul (1993) found a tornado proximity sounding with CAPE near 2000 J kg Ϫ1 , based on ascent of parcels representative of the lowest 500 m of the troposphere. Thus, thermodynamic instability conditions diagnosed by Vescio et al. (1996) simulations of hurricane-spawned severe convection reported by McCaul and Weisman (1996a) was based on the Danny tornado proximity sounding.
The wind profiles in central South Carolina were inferred from the time series of VAD products at KCAE, as shown in the two selected hodographs in Fig. 4a . In these data, there is likely some reduction of the amplitude of the vertical shear estimates relative to what would have been provided by rawinsonde estimates, owing to the inherent smoothing afforded by the coarse vertical sampling in the radar data (see, e.g., Markowski et al. 1998b) . These KCAE VAD data show a period of enhanced vertical shear and 0-3-km storm-relative helicity (H03; Lilly 1986) beginning just before the time the tornadoes were observed southwest of KCAE. The clearest signal of shear enhancement persists for a little more than an hour, from 1739 to 1850 UTC. As seen in the time series in Fig. 4b, H03 (Davies-Jones et al. 1990 ) and, for the lowest 1-km shear, the development of tornadoes (Markowski et al. 2002) . However, perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the shear and helicity variations in Fig. 4b is the absence of any significant increase in low-level shear at the radar, until the time tornadic storm 4 has approached to within 20 km of the radar site. This and the duration of the period of enhanced helicity culminating at 1832 UTC imply that the zone of strong shear associated with storms 3 and 4 was very narrow. The appearance of two additional peaks in helicity in Fig. 4b shows that there were at least three such zones of enhanced shear in Beryl's right-front quadrant. These variations in shear will be discussed in more detail later.
c. Detailed analyses of supercells
We selected three tornadic storms, those labeled as storms 2, 3, and 4 in Table 2 , for detailed radar analysis. These three storms were the most intense and long lived of the 13 tornadic storms in the outbreak. They also passed close enough to KCAE to allow the radar to obtain detailed views of their structure. Figure 5 shows high-resolution low-elevation reflectivity and storm-relative radial velocity fields from KCAE at 1751 UTC over a domain that contains all three storms. The elevation angles shown are those that most clearly describe the essential structure of the storms while minimizing ground clutter interference.
From Fig. 5b , it is apparent that all three storms contain well-defined mesocyclones in the velocity field. Storms 3 and 4 exhibit hook echoes on their southeastern flanks and are producing tornadoes at the time of these radar data. In the velocity field, the rotational couplet, (see the ϩ and Ϫ symbols) of storm 3 consists of a tornado vortex signature, in addition to the larger couplet of its parent mesocyclone. Mesocyclone diameters, taken as the distance between the radial velocity extrema, are approximately 2 km, and the storms' heavy precipitation shields are typically about 10 km wide and 20 km long. These dimensions are considerably smaller than those associated with most midlatitude supercell The spatial arrangement of storms 3 and 4 in Fig. 5 is of some interest. Storm 3 followed storm 4's track closely, lagging it by 18 km. The other strong supercell, storm 2, was located some 44 km east of these two storms, and existed in relative isolation. Each of the storms moved generally toward the north-northwest. The existence of a reflectivity bridge between storms 4 and 3 may indicate the presence of an outflow boundary from storm 4 along which storm 3 ''trained.'' However, examination of Doppler velocity data failed to show definitive evidence of a clear velocity signature for such a boundary.
We now turn to a description of each storm's internal structure and evolution. Time-height analyses of radarand NLDN-derived storm parameters are given in Figs. 6-8, for storms 2-4 respectively. Figures 6a, 7a , and 8a show the contoured field of mesocyclone angular momentum estimated from the radar-observed mesocyclone rotational velocity and core diameter, along with the time series of radar-derived storm-top heights z T . Angular momentum is depicted instead of rotational
FIG. 7. Radar, NLDN, and tornado history for tornadic storm 3 (see Table 2 ), plotted as in Fig. 6 . Period when storm traversed the radar cone of silence is indicated on plot.
FIG. 8. Radar, NLDN, and tornado history for tornadic storm 4 (see Table 2 ), plotted as in Figs. 6 and 7. Period when storm traversed the radar cone of silence is indicated on plot.
shear because it tends to be more accurately estimated as range varies, owing to offsetting errors in the radar's measurements of velocity and core diameter. In Figs. 6b, 7b, and 8b, the time series of VIL is furnished along with total CG flashes per radar volume scan. Also shown in these figures are the times and F-scale intensity ratings of the tornadoes produced by each storm.
The three cells studied in Figs. 6-8 exhibit many features in common. Measured values of angular momentum, rotational velocity, and shear were mostly weaker than those found in large midlatitude supercells. For example, rotational shear vorticity values (not shown) were close to 0.02 s Ϫ1 , but were frequently less than 0.01 s Ϫ1 at ranges greater than about 80 km from the radar. The largest found was from a tornado vortex signature in storm 4, when it was producing the large and damaging Lexington, South Carolina, F3 tornado; this value peaked at 0.13 s Ϫ1 . Characteristic rotational velocities V R were in the 10-15 m s Ϫ1 range, occasionally reaching the neighborhood of 20-25 m s Ϫ1 . Mesocyclone diameters (; not shown) were generally only 2-4 km at close range to KCAE, but showed, as expected, apparent increases as the storms moved farther away from the radar. As a result, peak angular momentum values in the storms tended to lie near 40 ϫ 10 3 m 2 s Ϫ1 .
For each storm, typical VIL values were less than 45 kg m Ϫ2 , although storm 2 produced a brief peak of 55 kg m Ϫ2 . In several instances, tornadoes are reported even while VIL values are less than 20 kg m Ϫ2 , especially when the storms are at ranges greater than about 80 km from KCAE. Modal echo-top heights are usually 8-11 km, although occasional pulses to 13-14 km are noted with each storm. Note that in Figs. 7 and 8 storms 3 and 4 both spend more than 1 h in the KCAE cone of silence (see annotations on the figures), at which times their VIL and echo-top data are underestimated. Nevertheless, it is clear from the figures that the typical VIL and echo-top heights found in storms 2-4 are smaller than the typical values found in intense, tornadic Great Plains supercells and are consistent with those found in miniature supercells. The occasional peaks in storm-top height to 13-14 km show, however, that these storms briefly assumed vertical depths approaching those of some midlatitude supercells.
Figures 6-8 show that each of the storms exhibited quasi-cyclic variations in rotation, VIL, and other storm intensity parameters. In storms 3 and 4, tornado reports often tended to occur during periods of increased Doppler-observed mesocyclone rotation, although the intensities of the reported tornadoes are not always proportional to the Doppler-derived vorticity, and the increases VOLUME
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in Doppler rotational velocity are often modest. Considering only tornadoes that occurred when Doppler velocity data are available, all three of storm 3's tornadoes (see Fig. 7 ) occur during or just after periods exhibiting increases in Doppler-observed rotation. For storm 4 (Fig. 8) , six of seven tornado events occur during such periods. For storm 2, which was farther from KCAE than storms 3 and 4, the relationship between tornadoes and Doppler signatures is less clear-cut (Fig. 6) . The F2 and F0 tornadoes occurring just before 1900 UTC are not accompanied by obvious increases in low-level Doppler rotational velocity. The first F0 tornado, in progress at 1730 UTC, occurred during the power outage and thus cannot be studied definitively. However, it appears that this tornado was associated with a maximum in Doppler rotational velocity, because rotation was increasing just before the outage, and decreasing at its conclusion.
Despite the tendency for tornadoes to occur during periods of increased mesocyclone rotation, there are many instances of Doppler-observed rotation increase that are not accompanied by reports of tornadoes. Storm 2 features 10 such events, while storm 3 has 7 and storm 4 has 5. Several of these false alarms are quite significant: Storm 2 fails to produce any documented tornadoes near 1800 UTC or, especially, near 2130 UTC, when Doppler indications appear ominous; storm 3 fails to produce tornadoes at 1700-1715 UTC, at 1925 UTC, and again at 2145 UTC; storm 4 fails to produce tornadoes at 1555 UTC, at 1650 UTC, and at 1925 UTC. The widely recognized tendency for the Doppler data to ''overpredict'' tornadoes is apparent in these Beryl radar observations. The mesocyclones in storms 2-4 were surprisingly well developed in the vertical, compared to other minisupercell storms (see, e.g., Knupp et al. 1998) . Vorticity greater than 0.02 s Ϫ1 was often detected as high as 6-km altitude, and occasionally up to 10 km, during periods of maximum intensity and closest proximity to KCAE. As is commonly observed in other supercells, low-level rotation was often associated with intense convergence, and upper-level rotation with strong divergence. In the raw rotational velocity data (not shown), there are hints of downward growth of mesocyclone vorticity from midlevels to the surface in some cases, and upward growth of initially surface-based rotation in others. These changes are often rapid, however, and the 5-min time resolution of the radar scans is usually too coarse to permit definitive conclusions to be drawn.
In each storm depicted in Figs. 6-8, variations in VIL tend to correlate well with CG lightning rate changes. We reiterate, however, that the VIL data for storms 3 and 4 during the period 1630-1830 UTC are questionable, owing to the passage of those cells through the KCAE cone of silence (range less than about 35 km), where mid-and upper levels of the storms were undersampled. For each storm, VIL values tended to decrease as range from the radar increased. In Fig. 6 , however, the VIL of storm 2 displays an increase after about 2110 UTC, but without reaching values seen during 1715-1825 UTC. In contrast, the NLDN CG data reach their maximum rates in this storm after 2110 UTC. This suggests that the tendency for VIL to decrease with range may be a result of the radar's undersampling of the minisupercell storm volume, especially at low levels, as the storms recede from the radar. A similar observation applies to radar-derived estimates of V R and at long range from the radar, although angular momentum is less affected because of the radar's tendency to compensate any underestimation of V R by overestimation of . These undersampling problems become particularly noticeable when the minisupercells move beyond approximately 100-km range from the radar.
In Figs. 6-8, it is seen that the three strongest minisupercells exhibited weak to moderate CG flash rates. Nevertheless, there are instances where CG rates declined during tornado events, after having increased earlier. The first F3 tornado from storm 4, for example, is accompanied by a drop in CG rates to near 0 at 1750 UTC. At the same time, this storm's VIL actually increases slightly. In Great Plains tornadic supercells, well-defined decreases in CG lightning flash rate during tornadogenesis have also been observed (see, e.g., MacGorman and Burgess 1994).
The full temporal histories of CG lightning activity from all 13 tornadic cells are depicted in Fig. 9 . Times of reported tornadoes are also indicated on the figure. From this figure, it is clear that storms 2, 3, and 4 were much more prolific CG lightning producers than the other storms. An unexpected yet interesting finding is that many of the weaker storms (see, e.g., storms 6, 7, 8, and 13) tended to produce their tornadoes following cessation of all their CG lightning. The final tornadoes from prolific storms 2, 4, and 10 also seem to occur after final bursts of CG activity, although some of the bursts are only rather weak. These features may be yet another manifestation of the process producing CG lulls seen during tornadoes in some plains supercells (MacGorman and Burgess 1994), except for the additional feature here involving the failure of CG flash activity to resume following the tornadoes.
In an attempt to quantify our impressions of the relationship between CG rates and tornadoes, we computed and compared the average CG flash rates for periods ''before'' and ''during'' the tornadoes in Fig. 9 . From inspection of the data, it was apparent that many of the bursts of CG activity within individual storm cells tended to have a time duration of roughly 30 min. Most of the tornadoes tended to be briefer than this; the two long-duration tornadoes associated with storms 3 and 4 were reported by Storm Data (NCDC 1994) to have been not in continuous contact with the ground and were likely a series of brief tornadoes. Thus, we examined average CG rates for 30-min periods prior to the start of tornadoes and compared them with the corresponding rates averaged during the lifetimes of the tornadoes, but with the stipulation that a full 5-min period be used for very brief tornadoes and that the lifetime of the tornado not be allowed to exceed 30 min. The result is that 18 tornadoes had smaller CG rates ''during'' their lifetimes than ''before,'' while only 5 tornadoes had larger CG rates ''during'' than ''before.'' Four other tornadoes had zero CG rates both ''before'' and ''during'' the tornadoes. Application of a sign test (see, e.g., Conover 1980) to these results indicates that there is 99% confidence that the mean ''before'' and ''during'' rates do indeed differ. Furthermore, the mean CG flash rate for the ''before'' period for all tornadoes was 0.54 min Ϫ1 , more than twice as large as that for the ''during'' period, which was only 0.25 min Ϫ1 . The sense of these ''before'' versus ''during'' findings did not change even if the length of the ''before'' period was reduced to 20 or even 10 min, although the statistics were most compelling when 30-min-long ''before'' periods were considered. This is the same duration chosen by Perez et al. (1997) in characterizing CG flash rates ''before'' their sample of violent tornadoes. Our results thus indicate that there is a quantifiable tendency for CG flash rates to be reduced during the tornadoes of this outbreak, compared to 30-min periods prior to the tornadoes. The possible physical significance of this finding, and limitations on its potential utility for tornado nowcasting, are discussed in section 4.
The dominance of storms 2-4 in the CG lightning productivity of Beryl's tornadic storms is obvious in Fig. 9 . This does not, however, rule out the possibility that some of Beryl's nontornadic storms might have been as prolific at producing CGs as tornadic storms 2-4. To see if this actually happened, we constructed a map of all CG flashes observed by NLDN during the period 1500 UTC 16 August-0115 UTC 17 August (Fig.  10 ). This map shows strong clustering of flashes along the tracks of tornadic storms 2-4 (see Fig. 1 ). The flashes in these cluster streaks were in fact largely produced by the tornadic storms, and not by other storms that happened to have nearly similar tracks. No other comparably dense clustering of flashes is apparent in Fig.  10 , which shows that none of the nontornadic storms produced as much CG lightning as tornadic storms 2-4. In fact, of the 1203 total CG flashes shown in Fig.  10 , some 804 (66.8%) were produced by the tornadic storms. This concentration of CG activity in the most intense tornadic storms is consistent with impressions gleaned from other lightning studies of tornadic storms in landfalling tropical cyclones in Florida .
Although Beryl's tornadic storms generated most of the CG lightning shown in Fig. 10 , they did not generate CG flashes with peak currents as strong as the nontornadic storms. Table 3 shows the characteristics of the CG flashes for each tornadic storm, as well as for the classes of tornadic and nontornadic convection in Beryl's remnants. For both positive and negative flash polarities, it is found that the extreme, median, and mean peak current amplitudes are significantly larger for the nontornadic storms. The nontornadic storms also produce a proportion of positive CGs (10.8%) that is more than 3 times that of the tornadic storms (3.1%). Inspection of the map in Fig. 10 reveals that much of the surplus of positive flashes in the nontornadic convection occurs in Georgia, near the core of Beryl's remnants, where all CG flashes were positive. Examination of the peak currents in these core flashes confirms (not shown) that they also tend to contribute to the enhancement of peak current statistics in the nontornadic storms. According to Fig. 10 , a separate area of storms in eastern North Carolina (near latitude 36ЊN, longitude 79ЊW) also featured a large proportion of positive CGs; these also contained enhanced peak currents but are too far away from Beryl's circulation to be considered in detail here. Based on the radar data, the core region of TS Beryl in Georgia appeared to be dominated by stratiform precipitation, with embedded convection. Other studies (e.g., Rutledge et al. 1990 ) have documented the occurrence of positive CG flashes in stratiform rain areas adjacent to convection. Note that while tornadic storms 5 and 9 occurred in Georgia (see Fig. 1 ), they failed to generate any CG flashes (see Table 2 ) and do not contribute to the positive flash regime there. With respect to CG stroke multiplicity, Table 3 also shows that there was little difference between tornadic and nontornadic storms; both produced roughly one stroke per positive and two strokes per negative CG.
Discussion
The Beryl data represent a good example of intense minisupercell storms in landfalling tropical cyclones, as documented by McCaul (1987) and McCaul and Weisman (1996a). Beryl's minisupercells were quite intense, with mesocyclone signatures sometimes occupying most of the echo depth. Mesocyclone diameters, however, were typically 2-4 km, which is small compared to most Great Plains supercell mesocyclones, but larger than the rotation cores associated with Colorado gust front tornadoes (Wilson 1986) . Thus, at least for the tornadoes in Beryl's storms 2-4, the predominant mode of tornado occurrence appears to have been that associated with true minisupercell mesocyclone processes and not nonsupercell gust front processes.
Based on the number and intensity of tornadoes they produced, Beryl's supercells are probably near the top of the spectrum of TC-spawned convective cell intensity. They may, however, not be at the top of the spectrum for TC-spawned supercell size: Sharp et al. (1997) documented supercells over the Gulf of Mexico in 1995's Hurricane Opal with storm tops that rival those found on the Great Plains.
One of Beryl's minisupercells produced tornadoes for as long as 6.5 h and had a total cell lifetime as long as 11 h. Such extreme cell longevity is much larger than had been suspected for TC convective cells, which have been found to possess cell lifetimes over the ocean generally shorter than 35 min (Parrish et al. 1984) . The 11-h lifetime of storm 2 is considerably longer than that estimated for the supercells in Hurricane Danny of 1985 (McCaul 1987 and is comparable to the longest ever documented in major midlatitude tornadic supercell events (see Knupp et al. 1996) . Because storm 2 was visible on radar for at least a continuous 3-h period prior
to assuming obvious supercell characteristics, we recommend forecasters pay special attention to any longlasting TC convective cell occurring in a favorable environment, even if the cell appears relatively weak on radar.
The KCAE VAD profiles indicate that storms 2-4 occurred during an approximately 1.0-h-long period of backed surface winds, enhanced vertical shear, and 0-3-km helicity in Beryl's right-front quadrant. Localized enhancements of vertical shear have also been detected in other landfalling TCs (see McCaul et al. 1993; Spratt et al. 1997) . Assuming Beryl's zone of enhanced shear propagated at the same speed as its parent cyclone, then its along-TC-track dimension likely did not exceed 40-50 km, a size so small that it is unlikely to be detected by standard rawinsonde measurements. The full shape and size of the zone of enhanced shear remain unknown, however. According to KCAE radar data obtained between 1700 and 2100 UTC, Beryl contained three such zones of enhanced shear, as reflected in 0-3-km helicity variations (Fig. 4) . In Beryl's case, the helicity maxima were typically located near the leading edge of heavy convective cells within rainbands. Other TCs have also been found to contain multiple such zones, also associated with major rainbands (see McCaul et al. 1993) . The latter paper also shows that zones of enhanced boundary layer virtual temperature, and probably enhanced CAPE, also accompanied the zones of enhanced shear. The enhancements in virtual temperature and CAPE were concentrated just ahead of the rainband wind shift lines and were largest along the outermost rainbands. In Beryl, surface temperatures and dewpoints were highest in eastern South Carolina, northeast of a convective band associated with the first shear maximum that occurred at KCAE at 1832 UTC (see Fig. 4 ). It is within this region of high dewpoints and increasing shears that storms 2-4 formed.
One interpretation of the association between the supercells and the zones of enhanced shear is that the enhanced shear, and possibly also enhanced CAPE, helped cause the supercells, or at least boost their intensity. Nonetheless, the apparent compactness of the zones of enhanced shear suggests an alternate interpretation, namely that the circulations of the supercells themselves helped cause the enhanced shear (Weisman et al. 1998) . After all, even the minima in helicity in Fig. 4 imply shears that are likely capable of supporting storms with rotating updrafts. However, the validity of this latter kind of interpretation appears questionable when the data are examined in detail. Storms 4 and 3 passed just west of KCAE, making their closest approaches to KCAE at around 1715 and 1800 UTC, respectively. The simulations of Weisman et al. (1998) show that the perturbations associated with supercell storms are stronger close to the storms than farther away. Based on their findings, one would expect to see two strong shear peaks, near the times of closest approach of the two storms to KCAE. This is not observed. Instead, the data in Fig. 4 show that the shears continue to increase until about 1830 UTC, some 30 min after storm 3 passes KCAE, when one of Beryl's rainbands approaches KCAE. These findings suggest that it was the larger-than-storm-scale flow structure of the approaching rainband that generated the zone of enhanced shear and helicity in which storms 3 and 4 were embedded. This convective band can be seen in the 1800 UTC panel of Fig. 2 ; it lies west through south of Columbia, and contains tornadic storm cell 6 near its northwestern end.
While the rainbands of Beryl were important in modulating the vertical shear and helicity in South Carolina during this tornado outbreak, another significant feature enhancing the severe weather potential was the weak warm coastal frontlike boundary that moved slowly northwestward through the central part of the state on 16 August (see Fig. 3 for the 1500 UTC analysis). Figure  1 shows that, although many of the tornadic storms originated in southern South Carolina, the majority of the tornadoes-and all the large ones-occurred in central or upstate parts of the state. Thus it appears that most of the tornadoes occurred near, or a short distance northwest of, this frontal boundary, in slightly cooler surface air with backed surface winds. This preferred location for the tornadoes-just on the cool side of a preexisting boundary-is similar to what has been reported in studies of Great Plains tornado events (Markowski et al. 1998a; Rasmussen et al. 2000) .
In summary, the picture that emerges regarding the mesoscale structure of the atmosphere in the vicinity of the Beryl tornadoes involves the interaction of two major features: the series of TC rainbands that moved across South Carolina from the southwest, and the preexisting weak warm coastal frontal boundary over which those rainbands moved. The rainbands provided substantial modulation of the shear and, perhaps, also CAPE. As these small-scale regions of favorable conditions impinged on the warm frontal zone, low-level shears became even more favorable, and the storms, already supercellular in character, generated families of tornadoes, some strong. Storms 2-4 formed in one of these regions of increased shear just ahead of what appears to be the outermost of Beryl's organized rainbands, and produced numerous tornadoes as they moved across the diffuse frontal zone.
Although most of Beryl's CG lightning activity on 16 August was confined to the tornadic cells, the CG flash rates for these cells were not very large. However, the variations in CG flash rates, particularly the decreases during tornadoes, are sufficiently common that they deserve further consideration. Perez et al. (1997) noted that increases in CG rates prior to tornadogenesis may be the result of pulses of updrafts that act to enhance vortex stretching at low levels. However, a candidate mechanism that could actually suppress flash rates during tornadoes, particularly at lower and middle altitudes where the charge layers that trigger most CGs
probably exist, is the so-called vortex-valve effect, which mandates a weakening of low-and midlevel updraft-and probably also charge separation processeswhen vorticity maximizes near the surface. Such effects would be most noticeable in storms having a single main updraft that is associated with the tornado. It is possible that this effect could be at least partially responsible for the observed decreases in CG flash rates seen in many of Beryl's storms during their tornadoes.
The pattern seen in CG rate variations in this studydecreased CG rates during tornadoes, relative to the 30-min period prior to the tornadoes-is reminiscent of the findings of Perez et al. (1997) and Kane (1991) , although the emphasis in those investigations was on the timing of peak CG rates with respect to severe weather events. Perez et al. (1997) found more than 75% of their violent tornado cases had CG rate minima within 10 min of tornado touchdown, but they caution that peak CG rates in storms occur almost as often after violent tornadoes as before. Indeed, the averaged patterns detected here do not occur consistently in all of Beryl's tornadoes and do not always work for the most intense tornadoes. For example, the F3 tornado in storm 3 occurs during a brief, minor decline in CG rates, embedded in an otherwise increasing CG flash rate trend. The first F3 tornado from storm 4 is characterized by a sharp decline in CG rates, but those rates also reach a storm-lifetime peak in the 5-min period immediately prior to the tornado's touchdown time. Furthermore, there are a number of instances of declines in CG rates in Fig. 9 that are not accompanied by tornadoes. In addition, it is not clear whether the trends seen in the Beryl case will be found in other TC tornado outbreaks. Until further research is done on these types of outbreaks, we urge caution in any attempts to apply our CG flash rate findings to real-world forecasting and warning tasks. Exclusive use of CG rates and trends to identify imminent tornadogenesis is known to be fraught with difficulties, because decreases in CG activity may result from many processes, including actual storm dissipation.
In addition, the Beryl findings suggest that caution is needed in interpreting other more subtle aspects of the CG lightning in landfalling tropical cyclones. For instance, while the tornadic storm cells tend to produce more frequent CG lightning than the weaker nontornadic cells, they do not appear to produce peak current amplitudes or percentage of positive flashes that are enhanced relative to the nontornadic convection. It is possible, however, that significant information is contained in the intracloud flash rates associated with the landfalling TC convection. While Spratt et al. (1998) did not find a strong relation between total lightning and storm severity in the TS Josephine tornado outbreak in Florida on 7 October 1996, it is possible such relations would be apparent in an outbreak like that of Beryl, which was far more intense. A geostationary satellitebased sensor capable of detecting total lightning flash rates in storms (Buechler et al. 2000) would be highly useful in resolving the ambiguous interpretations of lightning data derived solely from CG flashes in such situations.
The KCAE Doppler data showed increases in mesocyclone rotation for most of the tornadoes from storms 2-4, capturing 10 of 13 events adequately, with a probability of detection (POD) of 0.77. However, the radar also depicted many other episodes of enhanced rotation that failed to produce documented tornadoes, with some 22 of 35 total opportunities falling in this category, for a false alarm ratio (FAR) of 0.63. These statistics are roughly consistent with other general experience regarding the capability of the Doppler radars to detect storms with a severe weather threat, showing considerable potential, but with significant limitations as well. At present, it is not clear whether our findings regarding the relationships between Beryl's tornadoes and their radar and CG lighting signatures will be confirmed in other severe TC tornado outbreaks. Much more research remains to be done before firm recommendations can be made about optimal joint use of the radar and CG lightning data in landfalling TC tornado events.
The Beryl tornado event was an excellent example of a tropical cyclone whose biggest danger to the public is from tornadoes. Unfortunately, our ability to anticipate which landfalling TCs will spawn large tornado outbreaks is not well developed. Based on review of data from the Beryl outbreak and from other recent significant TC tornado outbreaks, we have come to suspect that most severe TC tornado outbreaks occur in conjunction with tornado family-producing minisupercell storms. It should be noted that only five supercells, each spawning five tornadoes, can suffice to produce a severe TC tornado outbreak, according to the definition of McCaul (1991) . If the average spacing between supercells arranged in a line is roughly 20 km, as found in this and prior studies, then all that is needed to permit the development of a severe TC tornado outbreak is an envelope of favorable conditions only about 100 km long, experiencing an ongoing supply of adequate CAPE for several hours as a result of its propagation and immersion in a suitably sheared environment.
The conditions that support supercell storms are now relatively well known, even for low-CAPE TC environments (see McCaul and Weisman 1996a,b; 2001) . Thus it should be possible to forecast which TCs are likely to spawn severe tornado outbreaks, if the spatial distribution of both the buoyancy and vertical shear fields in the landfalling TC can be forecast accurately in advance. This would represent a considerable improvement over current TC tornado forecast capability but would require detailed field observations that describe the evolution of TC kinematic and thermodynamic structure before, during, and after landfall, as well as carefully initialized, fine-resolution mesoscale numerical simulations of the TC. Such improved forecasts of TC tornado outbreak environments might also have implications for evacuation strategies in coastal areas about to experience a major TC landfall. In 1980, many residents of coastal Texas threatened by powerful Hurricane Allen fled inland to locations that were subsequently raked by Allen's numerous strong tornadoes. The evacuation process, already difficult and frustrating for evacuees, could be improved if reliable forecasts of the location and extent of tornado activity were to become available.
Summary and outlook
The TS Beryl outbreak is the most severe TC swarmtornado event to be studied thus far with the WSR-88D technology. The Doppler radar data collected at KCAE clearly show that many of the tornadoes came from intense minisupercell storms. In a selection of three supercells studied in detail, the reports of tornadoes often corresponded with periods of Doppler-derived increases in mesocyclone rotation, although not very well with peak tornado damage intensity. There were, however, numerous instances in which rotation increased without tornadoes being observed, suggesting a substantial potential for false alarms.
Radar data indicate that these TC minisupercells had modal echo tops of 8-11 km, mesocyclone diameters of 2-4 km, radar-detected rotational velocities of 10-15 m s Ϫ1 , and vorticities of 0.01-0.02 s Ϫ1 . Tornado vortex signatures could be detected in mesocyclones within 20 km of the radar, but detection of all mesocyclone features became degraded at ranges beyond 100 km. Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the tornadic storms was their great longevity; the most persistent tornadic storm was evident in some form on radar for 11 h.
Doppler-derived environmental wind profiles show an approximate 1.0-h period of enhanced shear and helicity during the time when three tornadic supercells passed close to the radar. No finescale data were available to diagnose the thermodynamic structure of this perturbation, which was apparently associated with one of Beryl's outer rainbands, but other circumstantial evidence suggests CAPE was unusually large in the region where the strongest supercells formed. The three strong supercells, and most of the other tornadic storms as well, spawned most of their tornadoes after crossing a diffuse warm coastal front that moved slowly northwest across central South Carolina in advance of Beryl.
NLDN CG lightning activity was examined in detail for this landfalling TC severe swarm-tornado event. Cloud-to-ground lightning rates were largest in the strongest of the tornadic storms, but even for these tornadic storms the rates could only be called weak to moderate. A few of the tornadic cells showed no CG activity at all. Some of the supercells showed decreases in CG activity during tornadogenesis, similar to what has been reported in Great Plains tornadic storms. In several storms, tornadoes occurred after cessation of CG activity altogether. There was a distinct tendency for the CG flash rates to be reduced during tornadoes, compared to the 30-min periods prior to the tornadoes. Unlike the finding for CG flash rates, peak currents in Beryl's CGs were systematically weaker in the tornadic storms than in the nontornadic ones.
Perhaps the biggest remaining gap in our understanding of TC tornado events such as that spawned by Beryl is documentation of variations in CAPE at time and space scales commensurate with the shear profile measurements provided by Doppler radars and profilers. McCaul et al. (1993) found that CAPE was actually largest near the middle of the major rainbands in Hurricane Andrew's remnants, reaching a peak just ahead of the convective wind shift line in each rainband, where anvil rain from the deep convection was also plentiful. At this same location, an along-band low-level jet provided enhanced vertical shear. If this pattern is confirmed in other landfalling TCs, it could suggest that rawinsonde-based climatologies of CAPE within TCs are biased low, because of the difficulty of launching balloons in heavy precipitation. This could explain why mean CAPE values in a previous TC tornado sounding climatology (McCaul 1991) were so small and why there was such a poor correlation between sounding-derived CAPE and tornado outbreak intensity in that study.
More detailed observations of the kinematic structures of weak boundaries, rainbands, and also of the complexities of the TC boundary layer would also be helpful. To address all these issues we recommend regular deployments of instruments such as mobile Doppler radars (Wurman and Winslow 1998) , profiles and temperature and water vapor sounders (Knupp et al. 2000) , and mobile mesonet stations (Straka et al. 1996) in the outer rainband environments of landfalling TCs, both at landfall and, if possible, for 1-2 days afterward. Such deployments are feasible because the environmental conditions in TC outer rainbands are usually much less dangerous than those within the TC inner core at landfall.
Further studies should also be made with NLDN and also with other ground-or satellite-based sensor technologies that can detect total lightning activity. For optimum impact on forecast capability, these postlandfall measurements must also be closely tied to all available prelandfall data, so that the evolution of TC structural features can be better documented and understood. These new observational capabilities should also be used in conjunction with numerical simulation studies to assess and improve the ability of mesoscale models to describe the fields of thermal instability and vertical shear that promote severe weather occurrences in landfalling TCs.
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